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All Things Wise and WonderfulBantam
Frogs hop onto a Miranda's foot and stay there while she walks along. She doesn't know they are there until all the other
animals tell her to shake her foot.
How on earth did James Herriot come to be sitting on a high Yorkshire moor, smelling vaguely of cows? James isn't sure,
but he knows that he loves it. This second hilarious volume of memoirs contains more tales of James' unpredictable boss
Siegfried Farnon, his charming student brother Tristan, animal mayhem galore and his first encounters with a beautiful
girl called Helen. 'He can tell a good story against himself, and his pleasure in the beauty of the countryside in which he
works is infectious' Daily Telegraph 'Full of warmth, wisdom and wit' The Field 'It is a pleasure to be in James Herriot's
company' Observer
James Herriot has captivated millions of readers and television viewers with tales of the triumphs, disasters, pride and
sometimes heartache that filled his life as a vet in the Yorkshire Dales. "Every Living Thing" shines with the captivating
storytelling that has made James Herriot a favourite the world over. Here is a book for all those who find laughter and joy
in animals, and who know and understand the magic of wild places and beautiful countryside.
All things bright and beautiful, All creatures great and small, All things wise and wonderful: The Lord God made them all.
From Hymns for Little Children by (Mrs) Cecil Frances Humphreys Alexander (1848)
The classic multimillion copy bestseller Delve into the magical, unforgettable world of James Herriot, the world's most
beloved veterinarian, and his menagerie of heartwarming, funny, and tragic animal patients. For over thirty years,
generations of readers have thrilled to Herriot's marvelous tales, deep love of life, and extraordinary storytelling abilities.
For decades, Herriot roamed the remote, beautiful Yorkshire Dales, treating every patient that came his way from
smallest to largest, and observing animals and humans alike with his keen, loving eye. In All Creatures Great and Small,
we meet the young Herriot as he takes up his calling and discovers that the realities of veterinary practice in rural
Yorkshire are very different from the sterile setting of veterinary school. From caring for his patients in the depths of
winter on the remotest homesteads to dealing with uncooperative owners and critically ill animals, Herriot discovers the
wondrous variety and never-ending challenges of veterinary practice as his humor, compassion, and love of the animal
world shine forth.
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"My burning desire is to be incarcerated in a secure mental hospital. I yearn night and day for that moment. But. Not any
old mental hospital. It has to be Rampton Hospital. I need to be held captive in Rampton. Then. And only then. Finally. I
can grieve." "HAVE CONFIDENCE IN YOUR CONVICTIONS MY BOY. FOR THEN THE WHISPERING IN YOUR EARS
WILL PASS. THOSE TONGUES ARE FORKED, LIKE POINTED PRONGS. SILENCE ECHOES IN THE MIND AFTER
THE TONGUE HAS BEEN BITTEN. BUT THE RINGING FROM THE TUNING FORK LIVES ON A LITTLE WHILE. CAN
YOU HEAR THE PITCH BOY?" A STORY OF GRIEF, REVENGE AND TEMPTATION – AND THE SURPRISE
CONSEQUENCES OF MURDER. ONE PACT. TWO MEN. TWELVE RULES. Over thirty years have passed since
twelve dots were inked precisely onto the wrists of two teenage boys. They are now men. One ravenous for violence.
One unassuming and educated. Keith Miller, tormented by his father's voice, has cheated death. His beloved cousin
wasn't so lucky – the verdict – an accident. Mark "Mack" McKinley has never got over death. Beautiful thoughts fill Mack's
violent mind, bringing out his sensitive, hurt past. Memories he cherishes. But Miller has many surprising talents, that,
when deceptively manipulated, give him strong powers of conviction. Unearthed secrets force him to act. There's no
going back for either man… A WAY OF LIFE, UNDER RULE.

When the newly qualified vet, James Herriot, arrives in the small Yorkshire village of Darrowby, he has no idea of the new friends
he will meet or adventures that lie ahead. From the author whose books inspired the BBC series All Creatures Great and Small,
this first volume of unforgettable memoirs chronicles James Herriot’s first years as a country vet, with the signature storytelling
magic that has made him a favourite the world over. Here is a book for all those who find laughter and joy in animals, and who
know and understand the magic of wild places and beautiful countryside.
"With two years experience behind him, James Herriot still feels privileged working on the beautiful Yorkshire moors as assistant
vet at the Darrowby practice. Full of hilarious tales and a rich cast of supporting characters, this third volume of memoirs is sure to
delight hardened fans and new readers of James Herriot titles alike."--p. 4 of cover.
Watercolor illustrations accompany a collection of ten stories about dogs--from border collies and sheepdogs to the exploits of
Tricki Woo, the unforgettable Pekinese
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? Marks &
Co.????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? 84 ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????……
James Herriot lived and worked in North Yorkshire for over fifty years, first and foremost as a veterinarian but also, in his later
years, as one of the world's most successful authors. In "James Herriot's Yorkshire Revisited, extracts from James Herriot's eight
phenomenally successful books about life as a vet are elegantly paired with never-before-seen photographs of the landscape by
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Derry Brabbs, who provided the images for the celebrated "James Herriot's Yorkshire (1979). These vignettes of Herriot country
describe scenes ranging from spring in the lush, lamb-sprinkled valleys, to desperate journeys across snow-laden winter moors.
This book is a wonderful reminder of James Herriot's immensely readable prose, and the superb accompanying photographs are
an eloquent demonstration that little has changed in this beautiful corner of England.
This full-text CSB Bible, complemented by delightful illustrations of great-and-small animal friends, makes the perfect gift to
welcome babies. Two dozen full-color inserts offer plenty of space to record all of baby's special moments—from first
measurements to first steps—creating a keepsake to always cherish. The CSB Great and Small Bible features the readable, faithfulto-the-original text of the Christian Standard Bible. The CSB’s optimal blend of accuracy and readability makes it perfectly suited
for a lifetime of studying, memorizing, and sharing.
Sternlicht (English, Syracuse U.) explores the life of the best- selling author and country veterinarian to show how he captured the
imagination of popular culture in television and films. Includes a chronology, and bandw photos. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR

Collection of 10 stories about dogs and their owners, published in the UK in 1995. The stories have all appeared
previously in other accounts of the author's life as a vet in the Yorkshire Dales. His books, which include 'The Lord God
Made Them All' and 'Let Sleeping Vets Lie', have formed the basis for the television series 'All Creatures Great and
Small.'.
This second collection of Brian Friel's plays includes some of his most acclaimed work for the stage. The plays included
are Dancing at Lughnasa, Fathers and Sons, Making History, Wonderful Tennessee and Molly Sweeney. The collection
is introduced by Christopher Murray.
A celebration in pictures and words of the Yorkshire of James Herriot's stories.
The Covid-19 pandemic provoked many questions. It is human nature to want to know how and why things happen. The
sovereign God has created a beautiful, intricate world in which multiple factors interact to cause an event. We are called
to properly understand creation, but often fail because we tend to be lazy, fearful, and self-serving. We make judgments
based on (often incorrect) assumptions about cause-and-effect relations, and we seek reassuring explanations for both
trivial and serious events. Christians have the added complication of figuring out God's role in making things happen. All
Things Wise and Wonderful examines what the Bible and Christian theology say about cause and effect, how science
views causation in the world, and how human mind-brains judge causation. Using illustrations from everyday life, it offers
guidance for Christians to think and act wisely with respect to how and why things happen in creation.
An ideal match of author and subject: James Herriot and the adorable felines that delight so many millions of pet fanciers
around the world. Kittens and cats of all kinds abound inPage
this
program and, like their flesh-and-blood counterparts, they
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will purr their way into the hearts and minds of everyone who hears their stories. This warm and joyful volume of stories
collects some of the Yorkshire vet's favorite tales about one of his favorite animals-- each memoir as memorable and
heartwarming as the last.
Gyp, a cheerful but always silent sheep dog, startles everyone with uncharacteristic behavior during the championship
sheep dog trials.
Songs of Joseph is a Bible Devotional themed around the story of Joseph as found in Holy Scriptures. There are daily
devotions and guides for Bible study for an all year round Bible study of the topic which can be used also as an
inspirational study guide to augment other daily devotionals. There are also songs, hymns and poems carefully selected
for further inspiration on the title for the day.
A tie-in to the upcoming PBS Masterpiece series and Christmas special. The first volume in the multimillion copy bestselling series. Delve into
the magical, unforgettable world of James Herriot, the world's most beloved veterinarian, and his menagerie of heartwarming, funny, and
tragic animal patients. For fifty years, generations of readers have flocked to Herriot's marvelous tales, deep love of life, and extraordinary
storytelling abilities. For decades, Herriot roamed the remote, beautiful Yorkshire Dales, treating every patient that came his way from
smallest to largest, and observing animals and humans alike with his keen, loving eye. In All Creatures Great and Small, we meet the young
Herriot as he takes up his calling and discovers that the realities of veterinary practice in rural Yorkshire are very different from the sterile
setting of veterinary school. James Herriot's memoirs have sold 80 million copies wordwide, and continue to delight and entertain readers of
all ages.
The Yorkshire dales have never seemed more beautiful for James - now he has a lovely wife by his side, a partner's plate on the gate and the
usual menagerie of farm animals, pets and owners demanding his constant attention and teaching him a few lessons along the way. All of the
old Darrowby friends are on top form.
Some of the world's leading authorities on animals describe pets that they have known including a skunk, porcupine, bear, and falcon and tell
what it is like to live in the wild with a cheetah, a lioness, and an ape
From the coauthor of Salt in His Shoes Deloris Jordan comes a comforting book of prayers collected from faiths and cultures all over the
world. From cultures and countries near and far, this collection of more than twenty poems and prayers selected especially to share with
children affirms the wonder and beauty of all things great and small in our world. Whether it be the flowers in spring, the wind and the rain, the
wide sunset sky or friends and family who we hold dear, there are many reasons to give thanks for the world we live in.
James Herriot is probably the most beloved living writer. When All Things Bright and Beautiful was published three years ago, it became the
number one best seller in the world, winning still new friends for the Yorkshire veterinarian whose first book All Creatures Great and Small
had already been enjoyed by millions of readers. In this, his third book, he takes up where he left off-- both in terms of the warmth, humor,
and skill with which he writes, and in the story itself. It is World War Two and James has just been inducted into the RAF. We see him at
training camp and we go back to Yorkshire-- on real trips as he breaks away to see Helen who is about to have a baby, and on trips of reverie
as he recalls the Dales, the animals, and the Yorkshire people who have so enriched his life. We meet old friends again-- his partner
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Siegfried, the zany Tristan, the bon vivant Granville Bennett-- and scores of new folk, each with a story to tell. James Herriot is back, and, as
one reviewer said of his work, "If ever you have loved a friend, human or otherwise, this is the book for you."
All things bright and beautiful; all creatures great and small; all things wise and wonderful, the incredible Ashley Bryan illustrates them all!
All Things Wise and Wonderful by James Herriot In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.

"A very warm, very engaging read. . . . The reader falls totally under his spell." --Associated Press The second volume in
the multimillion copy bestselling series Millions of readers have delighted in the wonderful storytelling and everyday
miracles of James Herriot in the over thirty years since his delightful animal stories were first introduced to the world. Now
in a new edition for the first time in a decade, All Things Bright and Beautiful is the beloved sequel to Herriot's first
collection, All Creatures Great and Small, and picks up as Herriot, now newly married, journeys among the remote
hillside farms and valley towns of the Yorkshire Dales, caring for their inhabitants---both two- and four-legged.
Throughout, Herriot's deep compassion, humor, and love of life shine out as we laugh, cry, and delight in his portraits of
his many, varied animal patients and their equally varied owners. "Humor, realism, sensitivity, earthiness; animals comic
and tragic; and people droll, pathetic, courageous, eccentric---all of whom he views with the same gentle compassion
and a lively sense of the sad, the ridiculous, and the admirable." --Columbus Dispatch
Children have always found a delightful friend in James Herriot. His award-winning stories for young readers bring the
farmyard world of Herriot's Yorkshire to vibrant life. Featuring a host of adorable animals and colorful townsfolk, each of
the stories is narrated by the country vet himself, with all of the warmth, caring, and good humor that have made James
Herriot beloved the world over. Here, in James Herriot's Treasury for Children, we find all of his books for children
collected in one beautiful volume. From the springtime frolic of Oscar, Cat-About-Town to the yuletide warmth of The
Christmas Day Kitten, these stories—radiantly illustrated by Peter Barrett and Ruth Brown—are perennial favorites, and
this new complete edition will make a wonderful gift for all readers, great and small. Taken together, these stories
comprise a wondrous Herriot menagerie, a family treasure that will be passed, with joy and affection, from generation to
generation.
Offers an examination of the Scottish veterinarian's five major works published between 1972 and 1992.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
Full-color photographs and line drawings complement an entertaining selection of unforgettable episodes from the late
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Yorkshire veterinarian's best-selling memoirs, from All Creatures Great and Small to Every Living Thing. 100,000 first
printing.
In this volume, Herriot returns home to his beloved family and multitude of patients after World War II with many more
tender, funny, sad, and wise stories to tell.
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